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Chapter 191 

“Well, what did you stuff! Poison…” Saul wanted to pooh at first, but his 

expression changed in a second, “Dmn it! It’s delicious! What is this? It’s crispy 

and soft on the outside! It melts in your mouth! Too bad It’s delicious! How 

can it be so delicious!” 

“Do you still feel that grabbing your stomach is useless?” Selena folded her 

arms and asked calmly. 

Saul nodded softly, “It’s useful! If I had such a daughter-in-law who can cook, 

I’d definitely go home for dinner every day!” 

At first, he sympathized with his brother, but now it seems that marrying 

Selena is not bad! 

“Do you want to bury your little ones now?” 

Saul looked serious: “No, no, your pot is their best destination! From now on, 

you can pick my vegetables! Just bring me when you eat! Oh, this crayfish is 

delicious, oh this The veal steak is also delicious, what kind of spices did you 

put? I have tasted all kinds of food, but I have never tasted such a special 

taste!” 

“How can I tell you the unique secret formula… Hey, hey, you are enough, eat 

slowly, the three of us are so busy that we haven’t eaten a bite yet!” 



“Cough, I’m sorry, sit and sit! Hurry up and eat! No, no, wait! I want to take a 

picture and post it on Moments! It’s so delicious! Selena, I really can’t see that 

you still have Such a hand!” 

While talking, Saul snapped a few photos, and then posted them on Moments 

with the caption: Aww! Mina-san! I tell you! The dishes made by my future 

sister-in-law are really delicious! The thief is jealous of my brother! 

“What did you post?” Selena looked over curiously. 

Saul immediately put away his phone, “How can you casually spy on other 

people’s secrets!” 

“Dmn it, you’ve already posted it on Moments! Hmph, I’ll see for myself!” 

Selena took out her phone and opened WeChat. Anyway, she added Saul as a 

friend. 

As a result, this brush did not come out. 

“fcuk! Saul, what shameful thing did you write? You even set it to be invisible 

to me!” 

“You don’t care what I write! This is my freedom!” 

“But the dishes in your photo are made by me!” 

… 

When Selena and Saul were arguing, Daniel looked at the phone calmly, and 

then saw the words Saul sent, and saw the words “my future sister-in-law”. 

No wonder he set it so that Selena could not see it. 

It only took a few minutes, and there were already a large group of people 

commenting below. 



Mo Lingtian: Dmn it! I thought what you said casually last time really had a 

relationship? This craft is fine! Unexpectedly, Daniel liked the type of good 

wife and mother! 

Qin Mufeng: It’s a little surprising that she can cook? From my professional 

perspective, she doesn’t look like a good wife and mother! 

Grandpa Lu: Not bad. 

Madam Lu: Oh, this girl is really nice! There are not many girls who can cook 

these days! Is the one in the lower right corner the hand of my grandson? I 

look like I’m a lot fatter! good good good good! 

Some other comments were all about Daniel’s good fortune, asking when they 

would bring them to meet, when they could go to their house for a meal, and 

so on. 

“That’s right, Selena, your manager has been confirmed!” Saul hurriedly 

changed the topic. 

Sure enough, Selena’s attention was immediately diverted, “Really? Who is it?” 

“Hey, I won’t tell you! If you promise me a meal, I’ll tell you!” Saul said with a 

look of embarrassment. 

Selena rolled his eyes at him, then turned to Daniel beside him, “Daniel, who is 

it?” 
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Saul kept giving his brother winks, but Daniel didn’t even look at him, and 

replied mercilessly, “Ling Zhizhi.” 

Saul: “…” 



sad! Didn’t your wife feed me a piece of ribs? As for revenge immediately! 

Selena was taken aback when she heard the words, “Ling Zhizhi? The Lin 

Zhizhi who single-handedly turned the little-known and unrecognizable Leng 

Manyun into an international actress? Is she my manager? Boss, you won’t 

give me that?” Did you open the back door? Didn’t Ling Zhizhi only bring Leng 

Manyun with her, not newcomers?” 

Saul cursed in his heart, nonsense, of course! 

Because of his brother’s order, he flew to City H overnight to persuade her all 

night before he persuaded her! 

“Because Leng Manyun is going to retire.” Daniel said with an expression that 

the public selflessness was just a coincidence. Don’t mention that Ling Zhizhi is 

going on vacation and won’t bring newcomers. 

Selena looked slightly startled, “The rumors are true, is Leng Manyun really 

planning to quit?” 

“Well, it was just settled not long ago.” Daniel nodded. 

Selena was full of regret, “That’s such a pity, she was at the peak of her career 

but she chose to marry and have a child and give up halfway… She is the one 

who is most likely to break Song Lin’s record and win twelve trophies and 

complete the grand slam actress achievement actress!” 

To become the Queen of the Grand Slam, this is also her ultimate goal! 

Selena shrugged and said, “However, individuals have their own pursuits, and 

others don’t like to judge too much! But, did Ling Zhizhi agree to take me? I 

heard that she has a very strict personality!” 

“I agree, but then you have to go through her test to determine her position 

and training direction for you.” Daniel replied. 



“Oh yes, I will definitely work hard!” Hearing Daniel said that there was still a 

next test, Selena felt a little more at ease. 

Saul listened to the conversation between the two and clicked his tongue. 

His brother probably put all his scheming in his life on Selena. Every time he 

helped her, he tried his best to make her appear upright and reasonable, 

without giving her the slightest pressure, or feeling indebted to him… What an 

infatuation… 

Looking at Selena’s increasingly trusting attitude towards his brother, well, he 

felt that the day when Guangming called her sister-in-law was not far away. 

Great, I can often eat such delicious meals in the future hehehe! 

night. 

Probably because he played too crazy today, Rick went to bed early at night, 

Selena closed his eyes and fell asleep soundly after coaxing him for less than 

five minutes. 

Selena lightly k!ssed the little guy on the forehead, and then gently closed the 

door. 

Daniel was leaning against the railing at the door, and raised his eyes when he 

heard the door being pushed open, “Rick is asleep?” 

“Well, I slept soundly.” 

“Thank you for your hard work today.” 

“It’s not hard, I’m also very happy!” 

“It’s the first time for Rick to eat two bowls of rice.” Daniel’s expression was 

very pleased. 



Selena smiled and said, “It’s rare that Rick is so supportive! From now on, as 

long as I’m not busy, I will make some delicious food for Rick often.” 

Daniel frowned slightly when he heard this, and then refused, “I still don’t want 

it.” 

“Why?” Selena was puzzled. 

Daniel looked at her, and there seemed to be a melancholy look on his brows: 

“You’ve got his mouth in your mouth now, what should I do when you leave?” 

When you leave, what should I do… 

This seemingly ordinary sentence seems to mean more than just the 

superficial meaning, like a heavy hammer hitting her heart… 
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After Daniel’s words last night, Selena didn’t sleep well. 

He had a lot of weird dreams that night, and even dreamed about the night 

when Zhu Xiangcheng drugged her, and dreamed that she lost control and fell 

on Daniel, the scene was extremely out of control… 

Ahhh! How can I have such a dream! 

Selena rubbed her hair vigorously, turned on the tap and rinsed her face with 

cold water. 

Cheer up, I have to report to the new company today! 

Before going out, Big bun and Little bun cheered her up together. 

Daniel: “Come on.” 



Rick held up the writing board: fightg! 

The robot next to Rick sprayed fireworks, and mechanically said “Come on, 

come on, come on.” 

“Thank you, thank you!” Selena k!ssed the little bun, and then bowed to **oss, 

but her eyes always averted when she looked at him. 

After all, she almost gave him to that in the dream last night… 

Finally arrived at Shengshi Entertainment. 

Standing downstairs in the magnificent building, facing a new beginning, new 

opportunities, and new challenges, Selena’s blood was pumping in her chest. 

When she walked in Shengshi’s building, there was only one thought in her 

mind. 

Trench, nothing, people, sex! 

This resplendent and resplendent decoration method, without thinking about 

it, must be Saul’s second-rate aesthetics. 

Selena took the elevator directly to the office at the end of the seventeenth 

floor according to the address Saul had given him earlier. 

“Please come in.” A formulaic female voice came from inside. 

After pushing the door open, Selena felt that her eyes had been purified. 

I was almost blinded outside just now, but the main colors of this office are 

black, white and gray, and the decoration is very simple. 

I saw a woman wearing black-rimmed glasses and a champagne professional 

suit sitting at the desk. 



“Hi sister Lin, I’m Selena, I’m here to report!” 

“Hello, Selena, from today onwards I will be your manager, Ling Zhizhi. You 

must have heard that I don’t bring new recruits, but Manyun is going to retire, 

and the company needs someone to take over. Her location.” Ling Zhizhi 

explained briefly, and at the same time looked at her like a searchlight, though 

oppressive but not annoying. 

The girl in front of her is a completely different type from the indifferent Leng 

Manyun. The first impression she gives people is that she is beautiful, 

recognizable and arrogantly beautiful. 

This kind of appearance is undoubtedly a sharp weapon in the entertainment 

industry, but it is also a double-edged sword. It is easy to be labeled as a vase, 

and it is easier to get hooked on messy news. 

Selena was a little surprised after hearing Lin Zhizhi’s words, did she exist as 

Leng Manyun’s replacement? 

Is this requirement too high? 

However, the greater the difficulty, the more excited she was. What’s more, 

this was her goal in the first place! 

“Although you are being trained by the company as her successor, I’m going 

to say something ugly. The probationary period is half a year. If you can’t meet 

my requirements by then, you will be out of the game. You can stay in the 

company, but I won’t take you with me again. Understand?” Ling Zhizhi said 

with a cold face. 

Selena immediately nodded seriously, “Understood.” 

At this time, there was a knock on the door, and a chubby and kind-looking 

little girl walked in. 



“This is the assistant I arranged for you.” 

“Hi sister Xi, I’m Hutao, you can call me Taozi!” The little girl introduced herself 

a little shyly. 

“Hello!” Selena had a good first impression of this chubby little assistant. 
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After introducing the little assistant, Ling Zhizhi gave her another set of keys, 

“This is the apartment arranged by the company for you, you should move 

there as soon as possible.” 

From the corner of her eye, Selena caught a glimpse of the small characters 

engraved on the key: Pearl River Royal View. 

Depend on! Arrange the Pearl River Emperor View for her, a newcomer who 

just joined the company? 

The most expensive villa in city b is Platinum Emperor Palace, and the most 

expensive apartment is Pearl River Emperor View, both of which are projects 

developed by Lu Group. 

She remembered that Susie also lived in Pearl River Dijing… 

Shengshi is really rich and powerful! 

Selena looked a bit embarrassed, “Thank you, Sister Lin, but… I may not be 

able to move there for the time being…” 

Ling Zhizhi glanced at her, “Have a boyfriend?” 

Seeing that she had misunderstood that she was living with her boyfriend, 

Selena hurriedly explained, “No, it’s not because of the boyfriend! There is 

something I need to live with my friend for a while, and I will move there as 



soon as the matter is settled. I promise it won’t affect my work. , and the place 

where I live now is also very popular.” 

Ling Zhizhi didn’t ask any further questions, and said with a serious face, “Just 

know what’s in your heart. I won’t interfere too much in your private affairs, 

but I still have to explain some principled issues to you. The first one is that 

you are not allowed to fall in love at this stage. , I don’t need to tell you more 

about the reason, do I?” 

Leng Manyun, whom she brought up from the rookie, had to retire suddenly 

for a man, which hit her somewhat. 

This feeling of being abandoned halfway by teammates who fought together 

even made her feel disheartened for a while. 

“Sister Lin, you can rest assured about this, I just want to act well.” Selena said 

firmly. 

Lin Zhizhi’s eyes were flat when she heard this, and she didn’t express 

anything special. 

When a woman encounters love, her head becomes dizzy, even if she swears a 

hundred poisonous oaths now, it’s useless. 

Next, Lin Zhizhi explained to her some company rules and regulations, and 

then handed her a document: “Today Star Entertainment will hold a press 

conference, the main content is to announce that you will be banned. 

Our press conference is also ready at nine o’clock tomorrow morning. This is 

the press conference process and precautions, as well as questions that 

reporters may ask. You should go back and take a good look. “ 

Selena took the document: “Sister Lin, don’t worry, I will do my best!” 



Although Ling Zhizhi always had a cold and stern look on her face, Selena 

didn’t feel uncomfortable at all, instead she felt particularly safe. 

With the company as the backing to handle and arrange everything, she only 

needs to concentrate on acting well, which is much easier than before. 

Seeing the genuine gratitude and fighting spirit in the girl’s eyes, Lin Zhizhi’s 

favorability increased a bit. Forget it, let’s give it a try. Although Saul is usually 

a little unreliable, at least he has a good eye for people. Every time someone 

digs here, there is no one who is not popular. 

“Well, go ahead. I’ll talk to you about some details later. If you don’t 

understand anything, feel free to call me.” 

“Okay, Sister Lin, I’ll go first!” 

… 

Today Selena drove the black Audi that Daniel had prepared for her when she 

came to Shengshi. She has been exposed too much recently. If she continues 

to work on the subway, it will be very troublesome to be recognized. 

On the way back, Selena excitedly tried out the automatic driving function. 

After the car was positioned and navigated, it started to drive automatically. 

She could do whatever she wanted while sitting in the driver’s seat. 

Really cool! 

Technology really changes life! 

At this moment, Starlight Entertainment’s press conference should be over, so 

Selena picked up her phone and opened Weibo to check the reactions on the 

Internet. 
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After the press conference, the anger of netizens reached an unprecedented 

height: 

Empire did a good job this time, this kind of b!tch should be banned! 

I am so arrogant after doing something wrong, I am also drunk! It’s a pity that 

“The World” is such a good script! 

Why are you all scolding Selena? I hope someone steps up and beats her! 

I think Susie is too benevolent, she should file a case directly! 

Who is the beneficiary behind Selena’s crimes, begging for human flesh from a 

master! 

… 

Not only that, as long as someone speaks a word for Selena, everyone will 

swarm up to attack that person, so now no one dares to express a different 

opinion. 

Susie must have been forced into a hurry, and obviously wanted to make a 

quick decision to crush her to the point where she couldn’t turn over. 

Selena found that something was wrong, her Weibo was suddenly tweeted by 

people, and the comments started to skyrocket… 

Uh, what happened again? 

The screen of the phone went black several times before Selena finally turned 

it on again with difficulty, and figured out what happened. 

Just now, Saul posted a Weibo… 



Koi Little Prince: Welcome Selena to join our prosperous family … Selena 

fcuk! 

Selena couldn’t help but widen her eyes, thinking she was wrong. 

Could Saul be too high-profile? 

As soon as this Weibo came out, the whole Weibo exploded, and all netizens 

flocked to it: 

fcuk, what did I see? That b!tch Selena actually joined Shengshi Entertainment? 

I don’t believe it, I don’t believe it, I don’t believe it! My cute little koi must 

have been hacked! definitely is! 

That’s it! Shengshi Entertainment has a well-known reputation in the industry, 

how could it be possible to sign a contract with a vile and shameless b!tch like 

Selena! 

If this is true, then Shengshi is always black! In this life, I will never watch a 

drama performed by a prosperous artist again! 

I had a good impression of Saul at first, but I never thought that it was him 

who was behind the scenes to help the evildoers! Too disappointed! Who is 

not good to sign, why do you have to sign this kind of person? Just because 

she looks good? 

Oh sh1t! That b!tch Selena must not have slept with my koi male god! No one 

should stop me! I’m going to kill her! 

… 

Selena rubbed her forehead, she knew it would be like this… 



Should Saul be so impatient? Why not wait until after the press conference to 

announce it? Isn’t this deliberately looking for scolding! 

Seeing the enthusiasm of the crowd, and even the other artists under 

Shengshi’s Weibo started to be implicated and abused, Selena was thinking 

about whether she should do something, the next second, she saw something, 

and suddenly froze in amazement. There. 

She she she… what did she see… 

She actually saw Daniel’s account reposted Saul’s Weibo post! 

Daniel’s account is like a zombie fan, posting all formulaic things, such as the 

group’s anniversary celebration, the establishment of a new department, the 

completion of a major cooperation project, or some unintelligible professional 

economic theories… 

However, Daniel had a lot of fans. 

What about male gods, even if there is only an update in half a year, all the 

advertisements are still posted, and there are still a large number of stupid 

fans chasing after them. 

Now, Daniel, who always only pays attention to the big events of the group, 

actually reposted Saul’s Weibo, and even typed a lot of words: Welcome 

Selena to join. 

Now it’s not as simple as a frying pan. Weibo’s traffic exploded instantly, and 

the system couldn’t bear the load and even crashed for several minutes before 

recovering… 

 


